
Benyamin Netanyahu                                                                                                           14.10.2013
Prime Minister of Israel
Prime Minister's Office
Jerusalem

Dear Prime Minister: 
                                   RE: appeal for assistance 
I apply to you in connection with some events in science, the events that I think you should know and 
understand.

I am an independent researcher, PhD, an Israeli citizen, currently a pensioner, 78.  During my half-life-long 
independent research, I have initiated the reform of modern physics, thus overcoming its present monstrous 
crisis, the result that dozens of world academies have been unable to achieve. Moreover, I have recently 
developed a methodology for the reform of modern science in general and created frameworks for the sciences 
of politics and economics, the sciences that were nonexistent or underdeveloped before. All this is a priceless 
endeavor, a turning point in the history of science and potentially of civilization as well. 

Now, as my analysis shows, the crisis of modern science is underlying the present general ideological crisis of 
civilization threatening the very destiny of humankind and manifesting itself perhaps most acutely in the Middle 
East, in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, in particular. Thus my above research indeed paves potentially the way to 
overcoming that general crisis and instilling hope for the peaceful solution of the local conflicts. But that is not 
an easy way. It would take several decades and need involvement of the whole scientific community and major 
world powers. At present, however, I have been trying to proceed with that mission alone, in adversary 
environment  and without any support, which is absurd and ridiculous. Moreover,  I have been living in a hostel 
controlled thoroughly by Russian agents, who seem to keep their original plans to vandalize my research and 
undermine my living conditions, especially now that I try to get my works recognized in Israel and abroad.    

In this connection would you please take urgent measures to provide me with the proper accommodation, 
possibly in Tel Aviv, as well as conditions and support for my above mission that was outlined in my previous 
letter to you enclosed and that seems to be of vital importance for the destiny of the Jewish people.   
      
Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov, PhD (ID 310295142)
51/512 Hativat Carmeli Street, Haifa 32629
For correspondence: P.O. Box 461, Haifa 31003
Tel/fax: 04-822-1997; mobile: 0547-856-170
E-mail: info@reformscience.org

Enclosure: my letter to you of 31.03.13: http://kvisit.com/SjZ30Ag.
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